APPLICATIONS OF SMALL COMPUTERS IN SNOW SAFETY AND AVALANCHE FORECASTING CAN BE DIVIDED INTO CATEGORIES LIKE (A) COMPILING WEATHER AND SNOWPACK HISTORY, (B) ON-LINE DATA ACQUISITION AND (C) REAL-TIME ANALYSIS. AS AN EXAMPLE OF REAL-TIME ANALYSIS, THIS PAPER DESCRIBES A PROGRAM THAT COMBINES OVERNIGHT SNOWFALL AND WIND SPEED DATA WITH A FILE OF SLIDEPATH TOPOGRAPHY TO POINT OUT STARTING ZONES MOST LIKELY WIND-LOADED.

BEGINNINGS

MOST PERSONNEL RESPONSIBLE FOR PRESENT-DAY SNOW SAFETY OR AVALANCHE CONTROL PROGRAMS HAVE WITNESSED THE ENTIRE DEVELOPMENT OF SMALL, OR PERSONAL COMPUTERS, FROM CRUDE SCIENTIFIC TOYS TO THE BOXES OF DESKTOP MAGIC THAT PERFORM SO MUCH OF WHAT WE CALL WORK, TODAY. THROUGHOUT THIS TRANSFORMATION, A FEW SNOW-SAFETY SPECIALISTS HAVE STRUGGLED TO ENLIST THESE MACHINES AS AVALANCHE FORECASTING AIDS. THIS PAPER BRIEFLY TRACES SOME OF THEIR EFFORTS, AND PROVIDES A NEW EXAMPLE, WITH THE OBJECTIVE OF SHOWING HOW WE'VE BEGUN, AND HOW WE MIGHT ARRIVE AT COMPUTER-AIDED SNOW SAFETY.

BACK IN 1975, BEFORE "MICROPROCESSOR" WAS A HOUSEHOLD WORD, BEFORE THESE TINY SILICON CHIPS INVADED ALMOST EVERY ITEM OF ELECTRONICS IN OUR HOMES, GARY POUlSON BUILT A HEATHKIT* MODEL H8 COMPUTER AND BEGAN TO USE IT IN HIS JOB AS SNOW RANGER (USDA FOREST SERVICE) AT JACKSON HOLE SKI AREA IN WYOMING, U.S.A. WITH PROGRAMMING HELP FROM JIM OLSen (NOW WITH THE U.S. PARK SERVICE), POULSON BEGAN COMPILING THE WEATHER AND AVALANCHE CONTROL DATA FOR JACKSON HOLE INTO DISK FILES ON THE H8. EACH MORNING THAT AVALANCHE CONTROL WORK WAS REQUIRED ON THE SKI AREA, THE COMPUTER SEARCHED THESE FILES TO IDENTIFY PREVIOUS DAYS WITH CLOSELY MATCHING WEATHER CONDITIONS (TEMPERATURE, WIND SPEED AND DIRECTION, OLD SNOW SURFACE, NEW SNOW AVAILABLE FOR TRANSPORT). RESULTS OF CONTROL WORK ON THESE SIMILAR DAYS WERE PRESENTED BY THE COMPUTER FROM CORRESPONDING DISK FILES. TO THIS, POULSON ADDED HIS INTERPRETATION FOR BRIEFING THE AVALANCHE CONTROL TEAMS DURING THEIR EARLY-MORNING TRAM RIDE. AT THIS WRITING, DATA FOR 944 DAYS FORM THE DATA
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base, and the H8 has been replaced with an Apple Macintosh II (Gary Poulson, personal communication, 28 September 1988). The same program is being written on an IBM PC by the Wyoming Highway Department to aid control on Teton Pass.

The Jackson Hole example demonstrates two factors common to many successful applications of small computers: (1) the specialist became computer "literate", and (2) a professional programmer helped. Being computer literate means the snow safety specialist knows the working parts of a computer, how to operate the system, and has some idea of what this tool can do. Writing programs that make a computer help a specialist is not included in this sort of literacy— that's a programmer's job. (Some specialists, of course, become excellent programmers.)

Most applications of small computers in snow safety can be grouped into three categories: (a) on-line data acquisition, (b) storing historical records, and (c) data analysis. For on-line acquisition, a desktop computer is connected, often through a data logger, to sensors that measure weather and snow parameters, reducing or eliminating data-entry by the human finger. Record storage forms the data bases upon which some analysis programs operate, like Poulson and Olsen's program to search for similar days. At the high, and perhaps distant, end of the data analysis scale are "expert systems" which attempt to mimic some of the specialist's decision-making process, through artificial intelligence.

Systems in which measurements accumulated by data loggers are transferred over telephone lines or by radio link to a desktop computer on the snow safety officer's desk are becoming reliable aids that greatly speed accumulation and storage of data for snow safety decisions. One of the first such system, tested in 1982 by Arnold Ozment (USDA Forest Service, Ft. Collins, CO), linked a Campbell Scientific weather station and an Apple II Plus by phone lines. Chuck Tolton, at Copper Mountain, Colorado, was among the first (early 1980's) to apply modern data loggers to the snow safety problem. Data loggers are now used at Snowmass, Copper Mountain, Vail, and several other areas, but most are not yet connected to computers for on-line data acquisition. However, at this ISSW meeting, Hans Gubler reports on a system of data loggers radio-linked to a computer that monitors snow and avalanche data near his institute in Switzerland, and here at Whistler, Kel Fenwick has assembled a similar network that reports every 15 min to a desktop computer, to aid ski area operations.

An analysis application similar to that Poulson and Olsen developed was given the name "nearest neighbours" forecasting by Buser (1983) at the Swiss Federal Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research. This work continues as an operational forecasting procedure in Switzerland. Snowbird ski area in Utah has begun using nearest neighbor forecasting. At Alpine Meadows, records are assembled in a data base, but a forecast program is not yet written. Orographic precipitation forecasting, developed from Rhea's (1977) work, was programmed by the Colorado Avalanche Warning Center about 1980, originally on an Apple II Plus computer. Similar programs are now used by other large-area warning centers (on newer machines, yes?).

Now, finally, believing that analysis applications hold the greatest potential to improve snow safety with computers, we offer another small step in that category. On to "expert systems"!
Earlier papers by Hartman (1984), and Schmidt and Hartman (1986) showed measurements of avalanche loading from drifting snow, and a method of predicting such loading. While these calculations are not complicated, they are time-consuming when many paths are considered, and they must be done before control teams are dispatched, if benefits are to be maximized. The next logical step was to develop a computer routine that accomplished the analysis quickly, with a minimum of attention from the Snow Safety Director.

First we developed a slide path data base, containing (1) path identification number, (2) path name, and (3) wind direction for maximum loading efficiency. This direction was determined from topographic maps, and adjusted based on experience. A spreadsheet format, such as that produced by Lotus 1-2-3 is convenient for this step. Our procedure used array and string files that could be called from a program written in BASIC.

The first analysis program asked only for an average wind direction during the snow drifting event. Given this azimuth, it ran through the list of paths, seeking those with maximum loading direction within 20 degrees of the actual drifting azimuth. When a path met this criterion, a loading efficiency was computed. Efficiency was 100% if the wind angle matched the maximum loading azimuth listed in the data base. For each degree difference between wind direction and maximum loading azimuth, estimated loading efficiency was reduced 5%, as a first approximation.

At this point in the development, we stopped to test the usefulness of this very simple system. Given only a mean drifting wind direction, the computer selects from a 3-column data base those paths likely to be wind loaded, and computes the relative loading, based on the deviation of wind direction from each path's maximum loading azimuth. A printout of results (Figure 1) groups paths by control route, and provides room for remarks noted by the control team, to help improve prediction accuracy. A computer is not necessary for real-time analysis at this level of development. By making a printout for each 10-degree wind azimuth, copies of the printout for computations closest to the measured direction can be used. This proved very useful, but much more can be done with real-time computer analysis.

Adding one column in the data base, a loading efficiency/wind angle deviation can be assigned to each path, in place of the 5% per degree assumed for all paths in the first approximation. Adding another column for contributing distance (see Schmidt and Hartman, 1986) and entering snowfall available for relocation by wind allows estimates of drift volumes which are multiplied by the loading efficiency to predict actual snow volumes in starting zones. Another column containing starting zone distances along the wind direction yields estimates of new snow depth in each path, from loading volumes, by assuming deposition density.

SUMMARY

Building snow safety data bases, connecting computers to weather and snow sensors through data loggers, and obtaining real-time analysis of data, such as nearest neighbor sorting, are applications of the desktop computer that have already proved effective in snow safety programs. This paper suggests
Figure 1 An example of the computer-generated work sheet for a storm wind of 220 degrees.

Discussion with Knox Williams about the present applications of computers in snow safety helped us expand this paper beyond our original scope.
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